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In scoped and torn cartilage
of  key joints, of  bent presence, I wonder.

Is this house emptied by the music
of  McCoy Tyner playing the keys
like, one by one, 
they fell off  on the floor, I wonder.

Or did it always sound, I mean beneath
the sound, this way? 

The frozen
torrent of  your fallen voice,
what I hear when I can't hear it,
slipstream in your fingers
and I'm already beyond
the reach of  what ruptured gauze
lovers become when they let the world stand in
for what's between them. 

That
private prayer to the public. 

Vacuum 
sucked into a solitary hand,
at work like a spider over prey,
at a brass buckle. 

Secrets. 

Puncture wounds 
in the private. 

Light speed slowed
to a year's length of  seven tones
of  gold ringed on a slender,
slippery, sex finger. 

Let the moon index
the carnivorous applause of  children
stomping their endless feet on our limits.

Ok. 

They win. 



So, I push play
on purpose and Joe Henderson’s
sound—but if  I didn’t say it you’d say it was Trane
so I’m not sure whose sound it is—
fills the house and it's all blown
empty as anything again. 

So empty
it could be anybody—which is to say
I could be nobody—living here.

Empty as what follows a physical presence
that moves slower than how, slow-er
than how the bloom
of  frontal lobe pushed a thick toe
down past the arch past the heel
that became palm slow as that toe,
pushed by protein blackened
over found-flame, swiveled
its 30 degrees, and curved its back into thumb.

The way our fall thru epics
resembles flight, like parachuters
filmed by parachuters filming other parachuters;
but it’s not flight. 

A way of  mass falling.

Score and chart of  how everything leans thru
itself  into Higgs boson & how momentum 
sprung the trapped math of  velocity 
into real world collisions. 

Life. 

I wonder about how
the origin of  all how,
for instance, of  how the how we hold
tools & exactly what tools became, and how,
of  what became human
hands. 

I wonder rooms we built, dim-bruised
on a pre-ancestral shadow down
on as yet unwounded knee.

What became first cup for water from a pool
clear as stone-showered, lightning lit



Mind of  Song. 

Rooms sharp & slashed 
by thrust-pulse, laid waste to
before spheres of  starlight ceased to fall
in metallic sheets like high plains hail.

Damp as a baby's tousled head
& unclaimed as his one hollowed-out eye
open in sleep. 

Forever-blown
dust from a stolen mummy's manicure 
holding a space bleached open
in a cat's skull. 

Maybe first cup had to be
broken skull? 

The story of  origins written
in cursive over blown out candles.

Don't move when I float
over you unhinged with the motive, 
the weapon, the occasion,
and the deliberate weight of  a lazy left eye.

And I wonder where you are
and I wonder why, why
you and I wonder why won't why you won't come
with me thru twenty hard-spun
door frames of  now. 

Yes
the terror tastes like the only fact,
the fact of  endlessness, and yes, yes, yes
damn the self-fucked infinity
of  dream-never. 

I told him I’d dreamt
of  watching loons javelin
their routes beneath my nude reflection
on the surface of  Paradox Lake.

He said he doubted prosaic dream reports
& I pocketed the co-pay and snuck
out the side door with pills prescribed for someone



named Geoffrey Mc Bride.

The strangler on the loose
leaves his blue wind-breaker,
signed “Security” across the back,
at the scene. 

I read it on the crawl along the bottom
of  the screen in the waiting room. 

Say it.

Let's let it all let's let
never never happen again & again to us,
to us which is to say to anyone
who'll come within an echo of  themselves
in the dark nickel mirror of  a storm cloud
where a lover's face slipped from our hands
& fell from the sky into someone
else’s life. 

You say “which sky?” & point
at random with murderous arms
of  a clock-tower reigning on a mute village.

You can say sky, any sky, is only sky 
if  you want to. 

Say it, sky, day &
night, say it, sky, sky, if  you must.

Blow a hole thru them all
with your pistol and hang them
from a key ring. 

I say it's time to will past the mark,
red-slashed X on the rotten door
and admit ourselves into what secrets
we built. 

Admit
the orchestra of  spiders who spin 
live nerves across the numb streak in our paths.

Ever wonder where now lives
saber tooth, or mammoth tusk? 
 

Look closer.



The evolution of  scale. 

Now.

Walk thru the unseen morning
web and they ride your shoulder
to work. 

They spend the day
in your hair and take up wherever
you left off. 

Experts in the invisible sutures
practitioners of  the intricate
structure of  necessity, what everyone needs :

to be anyone—which is to say what’s us
can have nothing to do with us—
needs :

to harvest what's lost,

to catch what was invisible til yesterday,
til just now, til slower than how, 

to
claim what's dead, blown from our skin by this mad new wind.


